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BAFFLES 4’ LONG
INSTALL GUIDE

Available with 5.5" or 10" baffles

Suspend via Gripple hangers
and grommet detail on baffles
BAFFLES
SUSPENDED FIXING METHOD

1) Drill & fix off 1/4" studs (supplied for timber substrate) in appropriate anchor for application.

2) Feed swaged wire through 'dead end' and screw dead end securely onto 1/4" stud (2 off)

STEP 1

STEP 2
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SUSPENDED FIXING METHOD

3. Feed Gripple onto loose end of wire ensuring there is enough feed wire to feed through grommet and back to Gripple.

4) Loop wire through each of the 2 grommet holes located on the baffle and thread through final hole in the Gripple body. Tighten to position as required.

STEP 3

STEP 4